Kane (Black Cougar)

With many hot, sweet and sexy
scenes as well as an entertaining and
gripping plot it was impossible to put down
until the very end. Kane is a fast-paced,
scintillating, story that had my heart racing
with the turn of every page.Kane Gunn is
beyond frustrated. He has a kill order to
fulfill and after weeks of chasing his quarry
hes boiling over with tension. Then he
catches the woman whos become his
obsession and Kane becomes consumed by
a
desire
that
overwhelms
everything...including his quest for justice.
Lara is determined to seek revenge against
the were-cougar guardians. Consequences
dont matter and distraction isnt an option.
Until she finds herself face to face with the
pair of green eyes that have been haunting
her day and night. Time is of the essence as
the tables are turned and a tenuous truce is
formed. In the face of passion enemies
become lovers, tempting fate, testing trust,
and satisfying an undeniable need. Lies and
secrets. Corruption and Revenge. Choices
that change lives. Dont miss the
revelation...of Kane.Please note, this is
book 2 in Elizas bestselling Black Cougar
shapeshifting series. Book 1 is LUCAS.
Would you like to find out when new
books are released and be notified of
contests? Please get my free newsletter!
Visit my website atelizagayle.netand enter
your email address in the newsletter box.
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